ABSTRACT. We derive an a priori C 2,α estimate for solutions of the fully non-linear elliptic equation
INTRODUCTION
In this note we derive an a priori C 2,α estimate for solutions of the fully nonlinear equation
under the assumption on F that allows part of the level set Σ = {M ∈ R n×n | F (M) = 0} to be non-convex. Heuristically, one principle curvature of Σ can be negative. To be more precise, when we represent the level set Σ as a Lipschitz graph in the direction of the Laplacian, that is, Σ = {M + f (M)I | M is traceless}, we ask f to have convex level surfaces and to be strictly increasing (or decreasing) across the level surfaces.
When F itself is convex or concave, the level set Σ is convex, and the C 2,α estimate is the well known result of Evans [E] and Krylov [K] . When F is the minimum of a concave and a convex function, the C 2,α estimate is obtained in [CC2] .
We assume F is uniformly elliptic, that is 0 (2) (Non-convex part, strict transversality) The angle between I and the normal (F ij ) to Σ,
Remark 1. The dependence on D 2 u is exponential in the estimate of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 still holds if we replace the identity matrix I with any other positive matrix in the assumption.
To complete the theory, if we assume that F is either concave, convex, or close to a linear function near infinity, in terms of the geometry of Σ, Σ is then convex , concave, or "close" to a hyperplane near infinity. Following the Bernstein techniques as in [CC1] , we can then control the C 1,1 norm of u.
Theorem 2. Let u be a smooth solution of F (D
Example 1. F (D 2 u) = 0 without any convexity assumption on F in the two dimensional case. We will show that the proof of Theorem 1 applies.
Set the symmetric function F in terms of λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 :
where ε, ε are small (depending on λ, θ 1 ), the sign of ε (R) varies for 1 4 < R ≤ 1 (i.e. the level set Σ is neither convex nor concave), ε (R) becomes positive and small when R > 1.
The ellipticity of F is equivalent to
The two conditions in the convexity assumptions of Theorem 1 become
(1) the second fundamental form R) satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 1 and 2. In fact, we have a family of F (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ) = Z − g(f (R)) with g ≥ 0, 1 2 ≤ g ≤ 1 satisfying the assumptions for our theorems.
We use the summation convention through out this note.
.
In this section we prove that, for a classical solution u, we can deduce a C 2,α a priori estimate, controlled by the C 1,1 norm of u. The proof has two steps.
In step one, we show that "e K u " is still, as in the convex case, a sub-solution of the linearized equation (Lemma 1). This forces the Hessian D 2 u to concentrate (in measure) in one of the level surfaces of f (M), that is, " u = constant" in a very large portion of (the normalized) unit ball B 1 (0).
The second step consists in showing that, if the assertion in step one happens, u is very close to a harmonic polynomial (Proposition 1), and that this "closedness" improves increasingly as we rescale (Proposition 2), thanks to the smoothness of F (M) that makes it look, after rescaling, more and more like a linear operator around M = D 2 P k (the k-th approximating polynomial).
large. Then we have
Proof.
Also we have
Note that |∇f | = √ n tan θ, where θ = the angle between the normal F ij to the level set Σ and I. We know that θ ≥ Θ(1) > 0, if we are away from the minimum point of f . Hence we have
At the minimum point of f , ∇f = 0, but f is convex there. So we have in the first place I ≥ 0. If we choose
then we have
Therefore
In the 2 dimensional case, i.e., n = 2, the conclusion of Lemma 1 is automatically true without any convexity assumption on F . This leads to a different proof of C 2,α estimates than that of Nirenberg [N] .
Let e ∈ R n with |e| = 1. Without loss of generality, we assume u ee = D 11 u. Now we represent F (D 2 u) = 0 along D 22 u, namely,
We have
) .
Then a covering argument as in [CC1] leads from C 1,1 to a C 2,α estimate. The reader may also follow the lines in this note.
Lemma 2. Let F (D 2 u) = 0, then for any quadratic polynomial P , we can modify it to P = P + 1 2 sx 2 so that
, by the maximum principle, we have
By the ellipticity of F , there exists s with
so that
2 sx 2 , we arrive at the conclusion of the above lemma. p
The next proposition shows how D 2 u concentrates on a level surface { u = const.}, and u gets close to a polynomial.
, and F satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1. Then for any ε > 0, there exist η = η(n, λ, K, ε) and a quadratic polynomial P so that
Proof. Take ρ, ξ, δ, k 0 > 0 to be chosen later. Set
one of the two cases happens. CASE 1. There is 1 ≤ ≤ k 0 such that
By the Alexandrov-Bakelman-Pucci maximum principle, we have
If we take the quadratic part P of v at the origin, then
CASE 2 INVOLVES THE WEAK HARNACK INEQUALITY. Applying the key Lemma 1 to
By the weak Harnack inequality which can be derived from [KS] , see also [CC1, Theorem 4 .8], we get
We take the quadratic part P of v at the origin, then
Now let x = ρy, P (y) = (1/ρ 2 )P (ρy).
For |y| ≤ 1, from case 1 or case 2, we either have
Since both (1/ρ 2 )w (ρy) and (1/ρ 2 )w k 0 (ρy) satisfy F (D 2 u) = 0, by the modifying Lemma 2, we perturb P (y) to another quadratic polynomial P (y) so that
Finally we choose ρ, then ξ, δ, k 0 depending on n, λ, K, ε so that
The weak point of Proposition 1 is that η depends on K. Recall that K depends on ∇ 2 f . So this is a drawback! Finally, Proposition 2 indicates the inductive process by which, once u is close to a polynomial, it becomes C 2,α .
Proposition 2. There exist positive µ, m depending on
n, λ, ∇ 2 f L ∞ , and α so that, if u − P L ∞ (B 1 ) ≤ µ 2+α+m and F (D 2 u) = F (D 2 P ) = 0 in B 1 ,
then we have a family of polynomials
Proof. We follow [C] . Let P 1 = P , we prove this proposition by induction. Set
Let v be the solution of
We see
Using the interior Hölder estimate on w with β = β(n, λ), for example, Proposition 4.10 in [CC1] ,
By the global Hölder estimate on v,
Applying the interior estimate on v, we have
By the maximum principle, we have
Now take P to be the quadratic part of v at the origin, we have
Since F k (D 2 w) = 0, by the modifying Lemma 2 properly scaled, we perturb P to another quadratic P so that
We finally choose µ, then δ and m, depending on n, λ, ∇ 2 f , and α so that
Rescaling back, we get
We see that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. p
Proof of Theorem 1. We apply Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 toū
in Proposition 2, we see that the family of polynomials {P k } converges uniformly to a polynomial Q(x) satisfying
Let y = ηx; we get
Hence D 2 u is C α at the origin. Similarly, one proves D 2 u is C a at every point inside B 1/2 . Therefore
If we keep track the constants, we see that the
To complete our work, we indicate some cases in which, from the behavior of F at infinity we can deduce C 1,1 a priori estimates for bounded solution of
Proof of Theorem 2. We first discuss the case ∇ 2 f ≥ 0 near infinity, the case ∇ 2 f ≤ 0 is similar. We take a function ϕ ∈ C ∞ 0 (B 3/4 ) such that 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1, ϕ ≡ 1 in B 1/2 . Consider for e ∈ R n with |e| = 1 and γ large to be chosen later 
Therefore, where we again use Corollary 5.7 in [CC1] . p
